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Abstract Clouds are believed to reflect temporal climate

changes through variations in their amounts, characteris-

tics, and occurrence. In addition, they reflect both weather

and climate in a region. In this work, a methodology to

determine the local cloud cover (LCC) is proposed using

sky images obtained from a ground-based instrument.

Three years of sky images from an urban, tropical site were

obtained and analyzed through that methodology. Monthly

average LCC varied from 3 to 96 %, while seasonal

average values were 68 % for summer, 54 % for spring,

46 % for fall, and 23 % for winter. LCC results show a

clear seasonal dependence and a fair agreement (r2 = 0.72)

with satellite data, which typically underestimate the cloud

cover in relation to LCC. Our analysis also suggests the

possibility of a measurable link between LCC and natural

events like the El Niño Southern Oscillation.

1 Introduction

Clouds are the main atmospheric factor modulating the

surface incidence of solar radiation. Fundamentally, not

only the precipitation, but also the incidence of solar

radiation on earth’s surface depends on clouds. Clouds are

responsible for a major part of atmospheric albedo—23 %

of the total short wave radiation (0–4 lm) reaching the top

of the atmosphere. In addition, clouds are able to absorb

long wave radiation emitted by the earth (8–12 lm).

Clouds’ optical thickness depends on optical properties and

contents of water. The combined effect albedo-absorption

is called cloud forcing, which has strong implications on

climate and the solar energy budget for the biosphere

(Hobbs 1993; Salby 1996).

According to a general definition, clouds are formed by

the association of many small water droplets resulting from

the accumulation of condensed water on cloud condensa-

tion nuclei of hydrophilic material (e.g., the sulfates) or

also from the aggregation of ice crystals (Houze 1993;

Kiehl 1994; Mason 1972). Nonetheless, despite this formal

and useful scientific definition of what a cloud is, a more

comprehensive definition has been required since the

recent studies have suggested clouds can extend beyond

their visible domains (Chiu et al. 2009; Koren et al. 2007;

Jeong and Li 2010). In addition, many particle ensembles

in the atmosphere can misleadingly be seen as a cloud.

Visually, space and temporal variations in clouds turn the

determination of cloud cover and cloud type into complex

issues. Therefore, the definition and detection of clouds

represent a hard task especially for remote observation.

Variations in cloud cover reflect the weather and climate

of a region. Thus, it is reasonable to suppose environmental

changes being evidenced by variations in the amounts,

characteristics, and occurrence of clouds (Carslaw et al.

2002; Singh et al. 2011). It is believed that global climate

change will yield variations in cloud cover around the

world in the coming decades. Model simulations have

stated a 3 % reduction at low latitudes (\30�), although

there is a considerable margin of uncertainty in this figure
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(McKenzie et al. 2011). This is one of the main reasons to

observe clouds globally. Therefore, it is necessary to

measure the characteristics and amounts of clouds through

systematic routines.

The observation of clouds is an old meteorological

activity developed by human observers. However, the

visual inspection of clouds is rather subjective bearing

intrinsic uncertainty and bias that may lead to unreliable

results. For the study of climate change and validation of

satellite methods, the information on clouds from such a

method is quite questionable. Recently, cloud observations

have been improved by the use of automatic ground-based

and orbital imagers. From the ground, the cloud cover

corresponds to the fraction of sky covered by clouds as an

angular concept that is quantitatively equal to the ratio

between the sky solid angle covered by clouds and the total

solid angle of the sky hemisphere. An inherent systematic

bias (the perspective effect) is present in this concept

through the dependence of the cloud cover amount on the

cloud’s elevation angle. On the other hand, for an instru-

ment carried by a satellite orbiting the earth, the amount of

clouds covering a fraction of land is indicated by the cloud

fraction (CF) parameter (Stammes et al. 2008). In this case,

the cloud observation is significantly free from the per-

spective effect due to the intrinsic geometry of hundreds of

kilometers between the clouds and the orbital imager.

Therefore, cloud cover and CF are concepts leading not

necessarily to the same amounts of cloud cover.

Some ground-based automatic imagers have been in

operation around the world for the determination and

assessment of cloud cover (Cazorla et al. 2008; Holle and

MacKay 1975; Long et al. 2006; Kazantzidis et al. 2012;

Mantelli Neto et al. 2010; Martins et al. 2003; Pfister et al.

2003; Sabburg and Long 2004; Souza-Echer et al. 2006).

Images from such devices are yielded by digital cameras

facing directly the sky through wide-angular lens or indi-

rectly through the reflection of sky images on a mirror.

Alternatively, satellites have released CF values from

experiments, such as the Ozone Monitoring Instrument

(OMI) onboard the Aura Satellite launched by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (Levelt

et al. 2006; Schoeberl et al. 2004; Stammes et al. 2008). CF

is not a direct cloud cover measurement, but a result drawn

from algorithms that take into account the reflectance of

clouds, the atmosphere, and the ground. The reflectance is

affected by terrestrial interferences like snowy and sandy

surfaces. Hence, comparisons with cloud cover measure-

ments from ground-based equipment are essential to vali-

date satellite data. However, despite the initiative of many

groups around the world developing instruments to mea-

sure the cloud cover, a standardized and wide applicable

routine to obtain it through automatic devices has not

yet been achieved. The development of such a routine

would improve the studies on cloud cover and cloud

characteristics.

In this work, we describe a methodology to obtain the

local cloud cover (an hourly running average value

obtained at a rate of 1 per minute) for a site from images

taken by a ground-based platform. The methodology was

applied to 3 years of data from an urban, tropical site in the

Southern Hemisphere. The local cloud cover and its vari-

ations were depicted and a comparison with satellite data

was also provided. The analysis suggests these variations

could be caused by natural events like the El Niño Southern

Oscillation (ENSO). Therefore, site and instruments are

described in the next section, which is followed by a sec-

tion for the presentation of the proposed methodology

(routine) to obtain the local cloud cover. The procedure to

operate the imager and to analyze the data drawn from it is

presented in the Methodology section. The section of

Results and discussion shows the obtained results of local

cloud cover for the site, discusses these data in relation to

an ENSO event, and makes a comparison with satellite

data. Then, conclusions pointed out the main achievements

in this work.

2 Site and instruments

2.1 Site description

Cloud cover measurements were obtained in Belo Hori-

zonte (BH, 19.92�S, 43.94�W, 858 m a.s.l., 331 km2,

Brazil), the center of the 3rd largest Brazilian metropolitan

area inhabited by 5.4 million people. As a municipality,

BH has a fleet over 1.2 million vehicles featured with

catalytic converter devices and electronic injection

engines. Commercial and industrial activities predominate

in the region. In terms of environment, it is settled in a hilly

area in the south-eastern part of the country between the

savanna (Cerrado) and the remains of the Atlantic forest

(Mata Atlântica), featuring a tropical climate of altitude (it

means milder weather due to site’s altitude) with dry sea-

son from May to September and rainy one from November

to March. Huge amounts of biomass burning smoke are

blown into the city in the dry season. Seasons can be split

as in the following: summer is December, January, and

February; fall is March, April, and May; winter is June,

July, and August; and spring is September, October, and

November.

2.2 The Total Sky Imager

A Total Sky Imager 440A (TSI, Yankee Environmental

Systems, Inc., Turners Falls, USA) comprises a digital

camera facing down a rotating spherical mirror on which a
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sky image reflection is photographed. A black strip is

attached to the mirror in order to avoid direct reflection of

sunbeams into the camera. Each snapshot results in a 24-bit

color Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) image with

352 9 288 pixel resolution amounting to around 35 kbytes.

However, the ensemble formed by the digital camera ? the

spherical mirror does not produce high quality images, and

tiny details from both sky and clouds become generally

undetectable. A program (the TSI routine), provided by the

manufacturer to be setup in a personal computer, controls

the TSI and processes the obtained images to determine the

cloud cover.

The image analysis by the TSI routine is based on the

RGB (Red, Green, Blue) code. Each image pixel has R and

B signals, and a red to blue signal ratio (the R/B ratio) is

associated with the pixel (Long et al. 2006; Pfister et al.

2003). Fundamentally, a specific value for this ratio is

chosen by the TSI operator as a limit for classifying a pixel

as cloudy or cloud-free: R/B ratios below the limit repre-

sent cloud-free, bluish sky pixels, while R/B ratios above

that limit refer to cloudy pixels. The sky perception by a

TSI operator is a preponderant aspect in the determination

of that specific R/B ratio limit.

Some studies use the term ‘‘clear sky’’ meaning ‘‘cloud-

free’’, but only the latter is used here because it fits our

reasoning best. In fact, a clear sky can completely diverge

from a cloud-free one if the latter has considerable amounts

of particle matter (aerosols) (Li and Tang 2008). On the

other hand, a successful application of the TSI routine

depends hugely on the intensity of light in the atmosphere

(the sky illumination), which depends on the solar zenith

angle (SZA), the cloud cover, cloud type, and the aerosol

load in the atmosphere. It is worth mentioning that aerosols

and clouds have a close relationship that sometimes makes

the identification of clouds troublesome (Loeb and Schus-

ter 2008). Moreover, there is another intrinsic aspect to

complicate the scene formed by clouds and aerosols: the R

and B signals depend on both the pixel relative position to

the sun and the SZA.

Originally, the cloud cover determination by a human

observer is depicted dividing the sky in tenths or oktas.

Except for cloud-free and overcast scenarios, it is reason-

able to ascribe at least a 10 % uncertainty to the mea-

surements of cloud cover (Jeong and Li 2010; Sabburg and

Long 2004). For a ground-based instrument, such as TSI,

the cloud cover uncertainty for just one image depends on:

(1) the amount of sky obstructed by the TSI components

(the black strip on the mirror, the digital camera housing,

and the camera’s arm support); (2) the amount of pixels in

the outer edge of an image (a peripheral circular area) to be

rejected during the image processing by the TSI routine;

and, (3) the difficult to delimit borders and thin parts of

clouds, which seems to be one of the most critical aspects

here. In fact, recent studies have shown that the cloud’s

borderline is a territory not clearly identified that can

extend to distances comparable to the cloud’s visible

domains, especially when aerosols are present (Chiu et al.

2009; Jeong and Li 2010; Koren et al. 2007; Loeb and

Schuster 2008). The interference of clouds in the atmo-

sphere also occurs in wavelengths below and above the

visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Therefore,

the real size and territory of influence of a cloud depend on

the radiation range used to observe it. In this study, all

observations refer exclusively to the visible range.

2.2.1 The TSI routine parameters based on R/B ratios

for pixel classification

The determination of a TSI image pixel as cloudy or cloud-

free depends on the crucial and adequate setting of the R/B

ratio limits to produce two TSI routine parameters: (1) the

clear/thin parameter; and (2) the thin/opaque parameter.

Pixels with R/B ratio below the clear/thin parameter are

cloud free, while pixels with R/B ratio above this limit are

cloudy. The clear/thin parameter depends on the amount of

aerosols in the atmosphere. Similarly, cloudy pixels can be

sub-classified as either thin or opaque depending on the

thin/opaque parameter. The summation of thin and opaque

portions makes the cloud cover. Therefore, these parame-

ters work as thresholds and must be selected in order to

provide the best match between the processed TSI images

and the sky scene to be seen by an observer. However, the

determination of such parameters is a bit arbitrary, since it

is purely based on the experience and perception of the

observer. The thin/opaque parameter is especially critical

due to its highly imprecise character. The identification of

borders and thin parts of clouds depends not only on the

subjective interpretation of the observer, but also on effects

like (1) the low level of illumination in some parts of the

sky produced by clouds obstructing the sun, and (2) the

presence of aerosol plumes which can misleadingly be seen

as the thin parts of a cloud.

2.2.2 Drawbacks in the TSI images

The Total Sky Imager is an outstanding instrument. How-

ever, as a technological product, TSI images contain some

troublesome effects from natural and artificial sources. The

perspective effect misleadingly yields a false impression of

cloud cover at large zenith angles (ZA). Another depreci-

ating effect is the image distortion yielded by the TSI

mirror also at large ZA. Although there is no suitable

correction for the perspective effect, there is a procedural

correction for the image distortion produced by the mirror0s
geometry. The maximum distortion from a TSI mirror

reaches around 8 % at ZA & 50� (Long et al. 2006).
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Another troublesome effect related to large ZA is the

glare (or whitening) produced by intense sunlight scatter-

ing. Although the scattering of sunlight by atmospheric

gases varies with k-4 because molecules are much smaller

than the radiation wavelength k, the scattering by cloud

droplets and aerosol particles depends approximately on k-m

with m\ 4. Consequently, light from clouds and aerosol

plumes tends to be pale-whitened due to a lower order of

dependence of the radiation scattering on the wavelength.

Because of that, wide areas around the sun can be erro-

neously taken as cloudy by the TSI routine at larger ZA

([60�) and/or under considerable aerosol load. There is not

yet an efficient method for completely differing clouds

from aerosols using only the R/B ratio in this case (Long

2010). Therefore, the pale-whitened area must be cut out

during the TSI routine application to process the TSI

images.

2.3 The Ozone Monitoring Instrument

The Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is a Dutch-

Finnish instrument on board the NASA’s Aura satellite

launched on July 15 2004 at 705 km sun-synchronous polar

orbit, 98� inclination, and equator-crossing local time at

13:45 ± 15 min (Levelt et al. 2006). OMI data have been

released since October 2004. A two-dimensional Charge

Couple Device measures the ultraviolet–visible radiation

(270–500 nm with &0.5 nm spectral resolution) from the

sun and reflected from earth in swathes of 2,600 km (115�)

perpendicular to the satellite flight direction. Overpass

measurements occur in grids whose area varies from

13 km 9 24 km (along 9 cross track, 312 km2) at nadir to

13 km 9 150 km (1,950 km2) at the largest swath angle of

57�. Each swath angle is associated with a parameter

named the cross track position (CTP). It ranges from 0 to

59 and corresponds to a grid of an OMI overpass mea-

surement that refers to an earth’s surface coordinate.

In the OMI algorithm, a grid can have cloudy and cloud-

free parts. The cloudy part is proportional to CF and treated

as a Lambertian surface to which an empirically adjusted

albedo of 0.8 at 350 nm is associated. However, this part of

the grid is taken as a pure reflector without transmitting or

absorbing any radiation. The radiation transmission is

referred only to the cloud-free part of the grid, compen-

sating the missing transmission of a real cloud.

3 The routine for the determination of the local

cloud cover

Fundamentally, there are three inconvenient effects asso-

ciate with large ZA in the TSI images: (1) the perspective

effect; (2) the image distortion yielded by the TSI mirror;

and (3) the solar glare yielded by a significant aerosol load.

A good way to reduce or be free from these effects is to cut

the peripheral circular area of the TSI images out during

processing. It means to pre-select a suitable image field of

view (FOV) to obtain the processed images without a

significant contribution from such effects, dismissing fur-

ther procedural corrections to the cloud cover measure-

ments. Image FOVs ranging from 100� to 160� have been

adopted by authors using similar instruments (Kazantzidis

et al. 2012; Kreuter et al. 2009; Long et al. 2006; Martins

et al. 2003; Pfister et al. 2003; Sabburg and Long 2004).

However, reducing the image FOV means disregarding

cloud cover information, and balance between cutting

spurious effects out and keeping crucial cloud cover

information must be achieved. Figure 1 depicts the cloud

cover drawn from TSI images on April 10 2009 in BH for

image FOVs from 40� to 160�. Images were obtained at a

rate of 1 image per minute. First, note that cloud cover

variations become smoother with the increase in the FOV

and such an effect is caused by the decrease in the cloud

cover variation in relation to the area embedded by the

FOV considered. Secondly, clouds in the peripheral areas

can lead to cloud cover values disconnected from the real

sky scenario over and immediately surrounding the TSI set.

This part of the sky is the most important one regarding the

dependence of some geophysical parameters on local

variations (Silva 2009, 2011). A good example lies in the

16:30–17:00 universal time (UT) period. The correspond-

ing TSI images show a practically cloud-free sky above the

TSI set and some cloudiness for ZA [ 60�. The latter

represents the &40 % cloud cover in the 160� image FOV

frame (all clouds are included when using such a wide

FOV), completely differing from the local reality which is

better represented by the use of a smaller FOV like 100�.

On the other hand, FOV apertures much smaller than this

value produce unreal cloud cover values as depicted around

16:00 UT in the frame for 40� image FOV. This small FOV

reveals just a 5 % cloudy sky, while it is around 50 %

according to the visual inspection of the TSI images,

indeed. In addition, clouds above the TSI set can easily be

driven inward or outward of such a narrow FOV. A more

realistic cloud cover is evidenced by a larger FOV like,

again, that with 100� aperture. Thus, to avoid such oppo-

site, extreme situations leading to false cloud cover, one

must use an adequate FOV to obtain a detailed corre-

spondence between the processed TSI images and the

reality in the local sky. An adequate FOV results from the

balance between cutting pixels for the necessary mitigation

of effects associated with large ZA and keeping pixels to an

amount capable of depicting a reliable scenario. A value

between those extreme FOV performs the adequate aper-

ture. Average cloud covers calculated for the 16–17 h UT

period for each FOV aperture produce the values shown
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internally on the right side of the frames in Fig. 1. They

reach a minimum for images with FOV of 60�–100�. In

addition, the smallest standard deviation in this group is

obtained for 100�. This FOV seems to be the best aperture

for the cloud cover determination as it contains more

information than a 60� FOV without introducing significant

amounts of the spurious effects of perspective and mirror

distortion. Kassianov et al. (2005) obtained the same result

based on the idealized considerations of cloud cover

applied to a simulation code.

Each TSI image represents the cloud cover above and in

the immediate surrounds of the TSI set at a given instant.

However, the main goal in this study is to develop a routine

to draw the cloud cover for a locality as much as possible

free from spurious effects. For it, it is quite reasonable to

assume that the same temporal average cloud cover is

obtained at any point within an area under similar meteo-

rological conditions. Many authors have used that principle

to obtain the cloud cover for a given locality within some

tens of minutes (Berendes et al. 2004; Gadhavi et al. 2008;

Pfister et al. 2003; Sabburg and Long 2004). Hence, the

obtained TSI images can be processed for a 100� FOV

aperture then converted to temporal running averages. This

procedure yields the local cloud cover (LCC). LCC is the

average value of cloud cover addressed to the local con-

ditions within a given time interval. Note that, this

parameter differs from the classical cloud cover concept for

taking into consideration only the local sky conditions

within the 100� FOV of an image, and showing specific

features for a particular coordinate with the capability of

being applied to larger areas as an average.

The uncertainties in cloud cover measurements depend

directly on the borderline between cloud and cloud-free

sky. However, the precise identification of this region is not

yet achievable due to the inaccuracy in the determination

of borders and thin parts of clouds using the clear/thin and

thin/opaque parameters. Therefore, we will assume (or

accept) an uncertainty of at least 10 % in LCC (Jeong and

Li 2010; Sabburg and Long 2004). On the other hand, since

LCC is a temporal average, we can use its corresponding

standard deviation as a measurement of the cloud cover

variability (the LCC variability). This parameter brings

information on the behavior and trends of cloud cover.

Intuitively, it is reasonable to say that the LCC variability

is proportional to (1) the cloud cover (here represented by

LCC), and (2) the amount of cloud-free sky (100-LCC).

Hence,

LCCvariablity / LCC� ð100� LCCÞ
/ 100LCC� LCC2

¼ aþ 100bLCC� cLCC2;

ð1Þ

where a, b, and c are empirical coefficients for adjusting

Eq. (1) to the experimental data. The LCC variability

reflects the cloud dynamics influenced by meteorological

(speed and direction of wind, humidity, pressure, temper-

ature, clouds’ altitude) and geophysical (amount and type

of aerosols, sky illumination) aspects. However, the com-

plexity of such influences is not fully represent by the

simplicity and straightforwardness of Eq. (1), whose qua-

dratic dependence on LCC only depicts general results like:

(1) maximum LCC variability tends to occur for mid-range
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LCCs (&50 %); and (2) because the LCC variability

depends on LCC, the probability density function associ-

ated with a set of instant cloud cover values leading to a

given LCC is not necessarily normal (or Gaussian), tending

to be skewed especially for extreme LCC values. There-

fore, based on item 2, we must adopt Eq. (1) to obtain the

standard deviation to be associated with an LCC value,

since the use of a standard deviation drawn from the cloud

cover values that lead to an LCC value could be unfit to

this LCC under the point of view of normal distribution

statistics.

4 Methodology

A TSI (#157) was setup in the campus of the Pontifı́cia

Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais (PUC Minas) in

BH by the Laboratório de Luz Ultravioleta (LLUV,

http://www.dfq.pucminas.br/PUV/index.html). In the top

of a tower, the imager had an almost free horizon with a

few trees blocking some small parts of the sky at

ZA [ 75�. Sky images were obtained at a rate of 1 image

per minute within 11:00–19:00 UT (diurnal period).

Around 480 images were released daily from September

2007 to November 2010. Interruptions in the TSI operation

had occurred in January–March and September–November

2008 for operational maneuvers with the equipment. The

TSI routine processed the TSI images yielding the corre-

sponding cloud cover values for a 100� FOV aperture.

Then they were converted into LCC values as to 60-min

running averages, which represent hourly average cloud

cover values calculated at a rate of 1 per minute. Hourly

values of LCC are important to the cloud cover monitoring

in meteorological applications. However, any other time

lag for the calculation of LCC can be adopted depending

only on the observer’s discretion.

For comparison with CF data from OMI (OMI CF data

available at avdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.php?site=15930486

72&id=28), LCC was calculated as to 30-min running

averages centered at the satellite overpass time. Although

uncertainties in both longitude and latitude for the geolo-

cation of the satellite grid are within 1 km (Kroon et al.

2008), a precise match with site’s coordinates is needed to

make useful comparisons with satellite data. Local

boundary layer aspects like ground altitude, clouds, aero-

sols and surface albedo interfere in the satellite data

(Berendes et al. 2004; Tanskanen et al. 2007). Thus, the

center of the coordinates of a grid must be as close as

possible to the center of coordinates of the site. In order to

use only OMI overpass data referring precisely to BH, the

BH territorial area of 331 km2 was assumed as a circular

area of 10.3 km radius with center at the coordinates of

BH. Only satellite data whose grids have their center of

coordinates within 10.3 km from the center of coordinates

of BH (the OMI grid-BH distance) were picked up for

comparison.

In terms of sky conditions, the International Commis-

sion on Illumination (CIE) has adopted 15 standards for

sky representation (Li and Tang 2008). They span from

overcast sky with steep luminance gradation towards zenith

and azimuth uniformity to white blue, turbid sky with

broad solar corona and such a range of classifications

indicates not only a large variety of skies, but also the

complexity associated with several mixed scenarios.

Clouds, aerosols, and sky illumination perform a compli-

cate and sometimes conjectural role to be identified,

depicted, and analyzed. BH is a city with significant

emission of pollutants to the atmosphere. In addition, a dry

season extending for practically half a year reinforces the

aerosol presence in the atmosphere. Therefore, a large

variety of sky conditions are seen in the city. It means that

both the clear/thin and thin/opaque parameters must suffer

significant alterations to make the processed TSI images

match the typical sky scene for a season.

5 Results and discussion

The application of the proposed routine to a single site for

the determination of LCC does not represent any weak-

nesses to the general concept of the routine, since it (the

routine) has been conceived as a general application

without referring to any site’s specificity.

5.1 LCC for BH

Three years of TSI operation yielded 7155 LCC values

ranging from 0 to 100 %. Taking into consideration that

LCC is an hourly average value, the depiction of it for long

periods profiles a scrambled amount of information. To

avoid this and provide a more informative data set, plots of

LCC variability versus LCC with the quadratic curve of

Eq. (1) are depicted in Fig. 2 for the four seasons. The

scattering of points around the curve is produced by

meteorological and geophysical aspects not taken into

account by the equation and such aspects make each set of

cloud cover values specific to a situation corresponding to a

given LCC and its variability. Thus, it is reasonable to

consider Eq. (1) as an average weighted curve regarding

the cloud cover variability of LCC. An average LCC of

46 % was obtained for the full period of investigation and,

as depicted in Table 1, LCC averages for fall, spring, and

summer were 2.0, 2.3, and 3.0 times the winter value,

respectively. Using Eq. (1) (whose coefficients a, b, and

c are shown in Table 1) to calculate the LCC variability for

these averages, we find 23 % for fall and spring, 19 % for
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summer, and 18 % for winter. The occurrence of the lowest

average LCC value (and, consequently, the lowest average

LCC variability too) for winter reflects a drier scenario.

The frame of Fig. 2 (for spring) shows a circumscribed

area indicating a particular large number of exceptionally

low LCC variability values. They correspond to the end of

the dry season. There are at least two phenomena capable

of inducing these data: (1) biomass burning smoke uses to

accumulate in the region producing a stagnant atmosphere

burdened by aerosols that hinder both formation and vari-

ation of clouds (Jones and Christopher 2008; Loeb and

Schuster 2008); (2) in that season, mid and high altitude

clouds are more frequent, and cloud size variations seem to

be apparently smaller from the ground. Consequently, the

LCC variability tends to be smaller.

Regarding the adjusted coefficients a, b, and c, a null

value is ascribed theoretically to coefficient a in accor-

dance with Eq. (1)’s development. However, this coeffi-

cient was significant (95 % of confidence against the null

hypotheses) for winter, representing the incorporation of a

systematic contribution to the LCC variability and such a

contribution can be due to higher amounts of aerosols in

the atmosphere in the dry season. However, in that case,

the contribution would represent a contamination yielded

probably by the difficulty to determine the borders and thin

parts of clouds using the clear/thin and thin/opaque

parameters, indeed. Coefficients b and c were well deter-

mined for all seasons with significant differences between

winter and the other seasons. Similarly, except for summer

and spring, the coefficient of determination (r2) had sta-

tistically significant differences among all seasons with the

highest value for winter. The percent scattering SD % to

measure the scattering of points around each of the

adjusted quadratic curves was not so large despite what

Fig. 2 suggests. SD % values were similar among the

seasons ranging from 9 % in winter to 12 % in fall. The

first outcome from these results is that Eq. (1) (and its

parameters) has seasonal dependence. The second outcome

is that Eq. (1) can work as a backbone for several other

mathematical expressions to be added to it in an attempt to
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Fig. 2 Seasonal plots of LCC

variability versus LCC for BH
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Table 1 Data referring to plots in Fig. 2: averages LCC

Season LCC (%) Eq. (1)’s coefficients r2 SD % N

a b c

Summer 68 -0.547 ± 0.359 (0.870 ± 0.016) 9 10-2 (0.852 ± 0.013) 9 10-2 0.76 10 1,509

Fall 46 0.477 ± 0.247 (0.905 ± 0.013) 9 10-2 (0.886 ± 0.013) 9 10-2 0.74 12 1,679

Winter 23 0.295 ± 0.110 (0.975 ± 0.009) 9 10-2 (0.954 ± 0.011) 9 10-2 0.85 9 2,018

Spring 54 -0.285 ± 0.215 (0.921 ± 0.012) 9 10-2 (0.903 ± 0.011) 9 10-2 0.77 11 1,949

a, b, and c coefficients for Eq. (1); coefficient of determination r2; percent scattering SD %; and N data points. Uncertainties are 1r
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explain quantitatively the LCC variability in terms of other

meteorological and geophysical aspects.

Time-dependent monthly average LCC values are

depicted in Table 2, where large variations can be identified

among the 33 months of measurements. LCC varied from a

minimum 3 % at 11–12 h UT in August 2010 (AUG2010)

to a maximum 96 % at 15–16 h UT in December 2009

(DEC2009). The LCC variability for these LCC values

using Eq. (1) are 3 and 4 %, respectively and such results

clearly reflect the weather scenario of rainy (DEC2009) and

dry (AUG2010) seasons. Correspondingly, Fig. 3 shows

time-dependent seasonal average LCC values for the diur-

nal evolution of LCC. In general, LCC values increased

diurnally, except for spring that showed an LCC of

approximately 54 %. Winter showed the lowest LCCs,

while summer did the highest values, especially at the

15–16 h UT interval (noon time at 15 h UT) with a peak

clearly set at noon. This peak results from the lifting of rainy

season’s humidity by warm parcels of air in the summer’s

hot weather, leading to the systematic development of huge

masses of clouds in the hottest periods of the day. Fall and

spring showed similar LCCs in the afternoons, but in the

mornings the former tended to show lower values than the

latter. The LCC variability for these seasonal LCCs can be

obtained from Eq. (1). All these differences in LCC indicate

seasons that are well delimited and featured.

Table 2 Time-dependent monthly average LCC (%) for BH

11–12 12–13 13–14 14–15 15–16 16–17 17–18 18–19

SEP2007 23 27 27 24 21 19 17 23

OCT2007 38 38 33 39 35 42 48 55

NOV2007 68 63 73 73 74 64 64 58

DEC2007 45 51 56 64 60 61 62 70

APR2008 27 29 30 46 49 52 51 53

MAY2008 14 19 24 33 42 46 38 36

JUN2008 11 10 13 22 27 33 31 36

JUL2008 11 11 11 8 6 9 10 12

AUG2008 19 9 8 7 11 14 13 18

DEC2008 77 84 85 83 87 86 82 84

JAN2009 64 64 66 80 77 67 74 67

FEB2009 50 60 61 62 74 68 71 68

MAR2009 50 50 54 68 77 67 64 70

APR2009 34 42 49 62 63 61 64 61

MAY2009 28 23 30 37 38 40 46 46

JUN2009 30 25 32 34 41 41 44 38

JUL2009 20 19 22 20 28 35 34 37

AUG2009 36 39 38 36 40 43 46 51

SEP2009 30 34 35 39 47 54 53 57

OCT2009 56 63 65 66 68 77 79 76

NOV2009 52 54 66 93 73 47 56 68

DEC2009 74 68 73 90 96 80 79 82

JAN2010 44 48 61 83 86 63 64 68

FEB2010 38 42 45 72 77 55 56 61

MAR2010 48 56 57 63 63 65 60 60

APR2010 28 30 39 44 48 51 51 53

MAY2010 29 37 45 45 49 46 49 41

JUN2010 23 24 29 25 23 23 23 24

JUL2010 23 22 24 25 26 27 30 29

AUG2010 3 9 9 5 5 6 4 5

SEP2010 37 38 35 29 30 31 35 34

OCT2010 67 65 67 80 69 63 62 64

NOV2010 80 84 90 90 85 80 77 74

Time interval in UT
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The sky scenario in BH varies significantly especially

due to the presence of particle matter in the atmosphere.

Consequently, the clear/thin parameter in the TSI routine

had to be varied in the range of 0.4–0.9 (or 40–90 % in

accordance with the TSI routine terminology) in this study.

Hence, there are considerable uncertainties set in for LCC.

A deep and detailed approach is needed in relation to these

uncertainties, but they are quite complex to be fully

investigated here. The use of pixel parameters based on the

R/B ratio by the TSI routine can lead to mistakes caused by

aerosol plumes exposed to the sunlight that match cloud

characteristics and make unclear the cloud-aerosol bor-

derline. Some investigators have assessed other method-

ologies based on the textural characteristics of an image to

identify clouds and to determine the cloud cover. Such a

procedure can provide better differentiation between

clouds and aerosols, and identify clouds in terms of species

in addition to genera (Calbó and Sabburg 2008; Heinle

et al. 2010; Kreuter et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010).

5.2 LCC and ENSO

For all seasons, the largest variations in LCC occur typi-

cally between early morning (11–12 h UT) and noon

(15–16 h UT). This is especially true for fall and summer

as Fig. 3 clearly depicts. However, that variation can have

a contribution from ENSO. ENSO is a quasi-periodic pat-

tern in climate across the tropical zone of the Pacific Ocean

(Neelin and Latif 1998). It is roughly a 3–7 year period

characterized by variations in the ocean’s surface temper-

ature. For the west coast of South America, warming and

cooling features El Niño and La Niña respectively. Both

events produce significant changes in weather and climate

across the world. However, a detailed explanation of the

phenomenon is still on study. There is a pool of signs

alerting for ENSO. The atmospheric pressure difference

between Tahiti and Darwin is one of them, It is known as

the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI, http://www.cpc.ncep.

noaa.gov/data/indices/soi). SOI negative values indicate

warming of ocean waters producing an increase in pre-

cipitation for many parts of South America (Souza-Echer

et al. 2008). It means an increase in the cloud cover

too. The cooling of ocean waters produces an inverse

effect.

Figure 4 depicts both the seasonal average SOI and the

difference between noon and early morning seasonal

average LCC in BH for the period of investigation. There is

no link apparent between LCC and SOI from spring 2007

(Spr2007) to fall 2009 (Fal2009). However, an augmenta-

tion in LCC around noon was significant for spring 2009

(Spr2009), summer 2010 (Sum2010), and early fall 2010

(Fal2010), while a reduction occurred for part of fall 2010

(Fal2010), winter 2010 (Win2010), and spring 2010

(Spr2010) (See Table 2; Fig. 3 for comparison between

early morning and noon values). Apparently, there is an

antagonistic link between LCC and SOI perfectly corre-

sponding to an ENSO event in 2009–2010. In fact,

2009–2010 and 2010–2011 were El Niño and La Niña

periods respectively (Boening et al. 2012). Correspond-

ingly, DEC2009 and AUG2010 had, respectively, the

highest and lowest time-dependent monthly average LCC

values in this investigation. Figure 5 shows linear fittings

applied to the seasonal data of LCC versus SOI for two

periods. The first period Spr2007—winter 2009 (Win2009)

was a non-ENSO period for which both poor correlation

coefficient r = 0.03 and large SD % = 39 % were

obtained. A totally different scenario was obtained for the

second period from Spr2009 to Spr2010, which corre-

sponds to an ENSO period. For it, the linear fitting yielded

r = -0.95 (95 % confidence level for rejection of null
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hypothesis regarding r & 0), SD % = 14 %, and the

relation LCC = (20.8 ± 2.0) ? (-9.2 ± 1.8)SOI was

obtained between the seasonal averages of LCC and SOI.

These results suggest a link between LCC and ENSO

through SOI. However, any interpretation from these

results must be seen cautiously due to the shortness of the

data series.

5.3 LCC and OMI CF

Although OMI measurements refer to a relatively small

atmospheric area, yet that area is large in comparison with

that embedded by ground-based instruments, such as TSI.

Not surprisingly, large differences can appear in the com-

parison between satellite and ground-based data. The

satellite parameter of CF is a flat view of the atmosphere

through a two-dimentional algorithm, while the LCC

sounds more like a 3-dimensional hemispherical real view

of the atmosphere from a ground-based instrument. In

addition, although TSI is sensitive to the cloud positioning

within the instrument’s FOV, the OMI algorithm releasing

CF is not sensitive to the cloud positioning within the grid

of satellite data.

An OMI CF versus LCC linear fitting is shown in Fig. 6

for 258 OMI overpass measurements. They comply with

the restriction of OMI grid-BH distance B10.3 km. In this

case, the average OMI grid-BH distance was 6.0 km, the

average CTP was 26, the site’s altitude ranged from 801 to

1,205 m a.s.l. averaging 930 m, and the OMI overpass time

ranged from 16:00 to 17:44 UT averaging 16:52 UT. OMI

CF typically underestimates the cloud cover in relation to

LCC values as there are many pairs of both LCC =

100 % 9 OMI CF \ 1 and LCC 6¼ 0 9 OMI CF = 0.

Apparently, the main reason for that comes from the fact

that the 3-dimensional hemispherical view of cloud cover

produced by TSI shows more from local clouds than the

2-dimensional flat view produced by the satellite algorithm.

On the other hand, the satellite view shows more from the

atmosphere than the ground-based imager does. Since the

average LCC for the whole period of investigation was

46 %, it seems reasonable to think of the atmosphere as a

place that tends to be cloud-free, what justifies the trend

towards lower cloud cover values from OMI CF in relation

to LCC.

The linear fitting yielded r2 = 0.72 and SD % = 17 %,

although the apparent large scattering of points around the

fitting line. As a matter of reference, CF data from 1 km2

grid area (at nadir) measured by the moderate resolution

imaging spectrometer (MODIS) experiment on board the

Aqua satellite by NASA (Schoeberl et al. 2004) yielded

r2 = 0.84 when compared with OMI CF (Stammes et al.

2008). As already mentioned before, the grid area for an

OMI measurement depends on CTP. An analysis of the

CTP distribution corresponding to the present OMI CF

data gives 169 measurements with CTP B 26. Using only

these 169 OMI CF data for another OMI CF vs LCC linear

fitting produces r2 = 0.71 and SD % = 17 %. Comparing

with the results from Fig. 6, it means the increase in OMI

grid areas with CTP (equivalently, the decrease in reso-

lution) does not represent a significant reduction in the

quality of the OMI CF versus LCC comparison. In fact, a

more important item here is to ensure that both satellite

grid and site have similar center of coordinates, what is a

guarantee that the information in the satellite grid corre-

sponds to the geophysical and meteorological condition at

the aimed site. This is obtained through the restriction of

OMI grid-BH distance B10.3 km, which is a fundamental

tool to pick up appropriate satellite data for a site.

Therefore, the occurrence of satellite data with large CTP

does not depreciate the comparison between CF and LCC

in this case.
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6 Conclusions

The routine presented in this study determined the cloud

cover through the LCC parameter obtained from TSI

images. LCC corresponds to a temporal average from a set

of instantaneous cloud cover values within a zenith cen-

tered angle of 100� FOV. The LCC variability within a

time interval depends on LCC. It can be obtained by Eq. (1)

as a value weighted by geophysical and meteorological

aspects influencing LCC. In addition, the seasonality

apparent in Eq. (1) brings important information regarding

both LCC and LCC variability. The TSI data are based on

the R/B ratio of an image pixel, which presents a signifi-

cant dependence not only on clouds but also on atmo-

spheric contents like aerosols and sky illumination. The

proposed routine showed proper results in the determina-

tion of cloud cover for an urban, tropical site. Application

to other sites with different climatology is encouraged to

test the applicability of the proposed routine widely.

In the 2007–2010 period, the average LCC for BH was

46 %. Monthly average values varied from 3 % in the dry

season to 96 % in the rainy one. Seasons were well

delimited and featured in terms of LCC. Summer showed

the largest seasonal average LCC of 68 % followed by

spring 54 %, fall 46 %, and winter with 23 %. In addition,

summer also showed an LCC peak of 79 % around noon.

Fall and spring had very similar afternoon LCC (&50 %),

but the former presented lower values in the mornings. The

lowest seasonal average LCC of 19 % occurred in winter at

12–13 h UT.

The 2009–2010 seasonal average LCC seems to be

coupled with ENSO. In fact, the variation in LCC between

noon and early morning showed a statistically significant

link with SOI through LCC = (20.7 ± 2.0) ? (-9.2 ±

1.8)SOI, r = -0.95, and SD % = 14 %. However, the use

of a larger data series (maybe a few decades of ground or

satellite data) for such a comparison is recommended

before any further rigorous interpretation.

A comparison of LCC (averaged for 30 min) to OMI CF

showed a fair r2 = 0.72. In addition, satellite CF data

tended to lower values of cloud cover in relation to ground-

based LCC and such a difference was already expected due

to conceptual differences between these parameters. Con-

sequently, satellite CF data can be unable to show eventual

cloud cover aspects with the same property and precision

as the ground-based LCC for a specific site.

To sum up, the LCC parameter yielded by the proposed

routine shows a symptomatic correspondence with cloud

cover for time intervals from tens of minutes to seasons,

satellite data, and, possibly, natural events like ENSO.

LCC is a worthy indicator of the cloud cover scenario

based on the information obtained from one specific point

within a locality.
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